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Preservation and Disaster Plan 2014 

 The Steven McNabb Archives of Social Research is a small DIY archive located in Eugene, 

Oregon.  The mission of the McNabb Archives is to accession, preserve and make available 

sociocultural items and collections.  The items deposited are added to the permanent collection 

of the Archive.  The Archives are named for Dr. Steven L. McNabb, sociocultural and applied 

anthropologist.  Dr. McNabb was the principal investigator with Social Transitions in the North, 

a long-term project investigating Native health and social change in Alaskan and Russian Far 

Eastern communities.  In 1995, during this project, a tragic accident claimed the lives of 

McNabb and several colleagues. 

The Archives began in August 2011 with a generous contribution from Marianne 

McNabb, who gifted her late husband’s working papers, field journals, and photographs from 

three decades of tireless anthropological work.  The Archives are also home to the research of 

daughter C. McNabb, with the goal of accepting and accessioning other scholars’ sociocultural 

research in the future. 

As a small emerging cultural heritage institution, the McNabb Archives has much work 

to do in terms of processing, preservation, and goal-setting.  The purpose of this document is to 

determine the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to the organization with a 

SWOT analysis; assess the building, both externally and internally, for environmental stability 

and disaster prevention; perform a preservation needs assessment and identify concrete 

preservation actions to take within the next five years; and establish a disaster plan that 

includes prevention, response, and recovery. 
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SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

 McNabb Archives is owned, managed, and staffed by one person.  Therefore, its main 

strength is the lack of internal competition for resources, as well as ease of decision-making.  

The owner, C. McNabb, holds a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology, a Master of Arts in Folklore, 

and a Master of Library and Information Science, and has.  Additionally, McNabb has well over a 

decade of experience working with cultural heritage materials and over five years of experience 

in archival processing and metadata creation.  Decisions around collection management are 

made with the creators and user communities in mind, and all processing and preservation 

events are conservative, using consistent best practices.  Finally, McNabb has an extensive 

network of colleagues and interested parties to draw upon in times of challenging decision-

making.  McNabb is a member of several professional societies and maintains ties with 

colleagues and past classmates and professors.  Through email listservs, conferences, and 

events, McNabb engages with these communities and has the opportunity to crowdsource 

preservation and processing queries. 

Weaknesses 

 The fact that McNabb Archives is staffed and managed by a single person is also a 

significant weakness.  Archival processing, metadata creation, and preservation management 

are all time consuming tasks, and with only one person to do them, operations are painfully 

slow.  Out of necessity, this is currently a dark archives.  Furthermore, financial resources are 

very meager.  McNabb Archives is largely self-financed by C. McNabb, with some donations, so 
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prioritizing always hinges on the ever-present problem of money.  At this time, McNabb 

devotes approximately 8 hours per week on McNabb Archives tasks.  Considerable processing, 

as well as rights management, must be done before the Archives can emerge publicly.  

Opportunities 

 After a long recession, the American economy is becoming healthy again.  The current 

administration seems supportive of arts and humanities, and it’s likely that both national and 

local funding opportunities will increase in the coming years.  Additionally, crowdsourced 

funding, such as Kickstarter, are becoming more popular and could present a significant 

opportunity for McNabb Archives.   

Threats 

 The primary threats to McNabb Archives are in regards to preservation.  Moisture and 

resulting mold are a common issue in the Pacific Northwest.  High precipitation also means that 

flooding and roof leaks are a potential threat.  Though less likely, earthquake damage is also a 

possible threat.  Additionally, the collections had been neglected for approximately 14 years; 

materials were stored in cardboard boxes in a moist garage before they were gifted to C. 

McNabb.  Photographs and manuscripts are badly in need of preservation actions, and 

audio/visual materials need to be migrated to new formats.   
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Building Assessment 

Building- General 

 Historical significance: None. Building is a 6-plex apartment 6-plex in the Jefferson 

Westside neighborhood. 

 Natural threats: The Pacific Northwest is known for prodigious rainfall and minor 

earthquake activity; the biggest threat is flooding. 

 Safety and security:  On-site management; close to police and fire stations. 

 Safety lighting after dark: Large globe lights. 

Building Exterior 

 Entrance safety and accessibility: Single door; no stairs. Wheelchair accessible. 

 Doors: Wood with deadbolt and doorknob locks. 

 Windows: 6 windows total, all equipped with screens and basic locks. 

 Exterior walls: Good condition.  

 Roofs, gutters, and downspouts: Flat roof in good condition; no moss or leaf 

accumulation. Gutters cleared regularly and drain spouts in good condition. 

 Sprinklers: Weekly during spring and summer; occasionally hit building exterior. 

 Landscaping: Weekly.  Bushes and grass kept neatly trimmed. 

Building Interior 

 Hard flooring: Laminated floor in kitchen and bathroom. Good condition. 

 Carpeting: Short-weave carpet in living room and bedroom.  Clean, no holes. 
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 Ceilings: Good condition; recently painted. 

 Walls: Good condition; recently painted. 

Electrical 

 Wiring: Wall outlets in good condition.   

 Cables and cords: Outlets are outfitted with grounded surge protector extension cords.  

Cables and cords are neatly bundled close to the wall. 

Interior Lighting 

 Lamps and overhead lighting with energy efficient bulbs. 

Plumbing 

 Water supply: Sinks in kitchen and bathroom; water heater in laundry room separate 

from apartment; toilet and bathtub in bathroom. Closest water supply is approximately 

15 feet from stacks. 

 Position of pipes: Inside wall to the left of stacks. 

 Restroom plumbing: Good condition. Pipes under sink clean and dry. 

 Ceiling leaks: None, although there is one upstairs neighbor. 

HVAC 

 Heating: Forced air through two baseboard vents. 

 Ventilation: Windows open as needed. 

 Air conditioning: None. 
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 Relative humidity: December average: 85.5%; June average: 72.5%; Yearly average: 

87.5% (Climate Zone, 2014). 

 Temperature: December average: High 46.2 °, Low 35.9 °; June average: High 74.2 °, Low 

49.7 ° (Climate Zone, 2014). 

 Precipitation: December average: 8.6 inches; June average: 1.4 inches (Climate Zone, 

2014). 

 Air quality: Eugene, Oregon meets all federal air quality health standards.  Average Air 

Quality Index (AQI) is good to moderate.  Pollutants of concern are ozone and fine 

particulate matter (Oregon Department of Environment Quality, 2012). 

 Equipment: Built-in bathroom fan used regularly; small Lasko space heater used rarely. 

Emergency Preparedness 

 Fire safety: Cooking, baking, and candles are closely supervised.  Behavior of tenants in 

five other apartments in building unknown. 

 Compartmentalization of special collections: Physical collections in one area, located in 

archival boxes, shelving, and large plastic bin.  Digital collections located in two external 

hard drives in fireproof and waterproof safe. 

 Smoke detectors and announcement system: Standard apartment smoke detector; no 

announcement system. 

 Fire suppression system: None. 

 Clearly marked exits: Yes. 

 Posted evacuation plan: No; apartment’s size renders evacuation planning unnecessary. 
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 Written disaster recovery plan: Yes, see below. 

Security 

 Alarms: None. 

 Locks: Deadbolts and doorknob locks on doors; basic window locks. 

 Security guards: No. 

 Security cameras: No. 

 Detection strips in books/detector gates at exits: No. 

 Patron bag checks at entrance and exit: No. 

General Collection 

 Mold and mildew: None observed; moisture mitigated by fans and windows. 

 Insect or rodent infestation: No. 

 Particulate matter: Shelves dusted regularly and carpet vacuumed regularly. However, 

the presence of two cats results in an abundance of cat hair. 

 Light damage: Natural light from windows, but materials are boxed. 

 Sturdy shelving: Yes. 

Miscellaneous 

 Patron education in handling: Yes. 

 Book-friendly copy machines/scanners: No. 

 Food and drink: Yes, but not near collections. 

 Book/media drops: No. 
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Preservation Assessment 

 A preservation needs assessment is a crucial evaluation for all cultural heritage 

organizations.  Analog and digital collections, including books, papers, photographs, digital files, 

and three-dimensional artifacts must be properly managed in order to ensure longevity and 

therefore access for user communities.  A comprehensive preservation plan identifies current 

and potential issues, establishes priorities, and recommends strategies and resources.  

According to the Northeast Document Conservation Center, “its main purpose is to define a 

course of action that will allow an institution to set its present and future preservation 

agendas” (2012b).   

 The following section lists several preservation issues identified in the SWOT analysis 

and building assessment.  Strategies are categorized according to short-term, medium-term, 

and long-term actions, and associated costs are noted.  Prioritizing in this way decreases 

financial insecurity and having a longer implementation period ensures that the work is not 

overwhelming.  The California Preservation Program notes that “by focusing on inexpensive and 

easy fixes first, staff will gain a sense of accomplishment” (2012c).  Having a reasonable pace to 

achieve these goals is important for job satisfaction and provides motivation to continue the 

hard work. 

Preservation Issues 

 Primary preservation challenges include environmental concerns, lack of proper housing 

and processing, necessary repairs, and longevity issues.  As the building assessment indicates, 

water damage is the most prominent environmental threat to collections, in the form of 
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flooding, leaking, and ambient moisture.  Flooding and leaks in the vicinity would cause water 

damage, but the far more likely and insidious threat is the mold and mildew that require 

humidity to reproduce.  According to Nyberg, mold and mildew can stain, soften, and even 

cause books and paper to disintegrate; as well as cause skin, eye, and respiratory irritation to 

people who handle the materials (1987). 

 Collection housing and archival processing are major preservation concerns, as well.  

Most paper documents have already been rehoused in acid-free folders, and staples and other 

fasteners removed; but hundreds of photographs remain in their original housing, which 

consists of hobby-style albums with acidic plastic sheets, with extras tightly stuffed into 

envelopes and boxes.  A preliminary survey reveals that most photographs appear undamaged 

for the time being, but they must be relocated to proper housing to remain in good condition.  

Additionally, audio/visual materials are loose and require housing for protection.  With housing 

comes processing needs: collections should have metadata records to enable preservation 

events to be logged and descriptions of content and condition to be reviewed.  Approximately 

one-tenth of folders have Dublin Core metadata records at this time. 

 Some items require minor repair in order to regain fair condition.  In most cases, this 

would entail gentle cleaning to remove dust and hairs.  Some paper records have been folded 

for so long the crease is now ripping; these materials should either be taped or a use copy 

made in order to avoid handling the original.  Other papers have become brittle with age or the 

ink is fading; use copies should be made and originals potentially placed in Mylar enclosures to 

protect against further embrittlement.  Looking to the future, longevity is a serious concern, 
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particularly for audio/visual materials.  Audiocassettes, videotapes, mini-DVs, mini-disks, floppy 

disks, and other data vehicles should be reformatted if possible, and transcribed to at least 

maintain the textual data. 

Preservation Strategies 

 Short-term actions.  With ambient moisture the most pressing issue, the easiest 

ongoing preservation action is to control the temperature and humidity inside the building.  

Nyberg describes the “mold-preventive environment” as being between 45%-65% relative 

humidity, temperature of 70° plus or minus 2°, with adequate air circulation, inside-wall 

shelving, and regular inspection of materials for mold and mildew (1987).  McNabb Archives 

does not have the financial resources or the building permissions to purchase an HVAC system, 

and existing equipment is only semi-adequate for the task.  Monitoring temperature and 

relative humidity are critical short-term preservation actions that will ensure longevity of 

materials and protection from water and fungi.  It will be necessary to purchase a dehumidifier, 

however, as fans, opening windows, and changing the temperature level can only do so much. 

 There are several other preventive preservation strategies that will be relatively 

inexpensive and easy to implement in the short-term.  According to the Northeast Document 

Conservation Center, “most of the activities that can be grouped under the heading of 

preventive preservation are things that the institution does normally: acquisitions, binding, 

processing non-print materials, shelving, circulation, cleaning both library facilities and the 

collections, photocopying, minor repair, and deaccessioning” (2012a).  Daily operations can and 

should have a positive impact on long-term preservation.  Dusting shelving and archival boxes, 
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cleaning hairs and other particulate matter from materials, and inspecting collections for pests 

are all ongoing strategies that are easy to implement.  Processing materials, including creating 

metadata records and rehousing collections, is time-consuming but critical.  The one-year goal 

for McNabb Archives is to have all photographs rehoused in acid-free sleeves, audio/visual 

materials housed in acid-free boxes, and folder-level metadata records created.  Housing has 

already been purchased, so the only cost is time. 

 Medium-term actions.  More time-consuming but still readily financially feasible is 

preservation copying and minor repairs.  As previously mentioned, some paper materials are 

fragile: thin, brittle, or folded and tearing.  It is prudent to make use copies to minimize 

handling of the original; the surrogate also has the benefit of being a backup in case of 

destruction of the original.  Van Dormolen’s comprehensive investigation of surrogating 

methods stipulates that the following characteristics must be considered: tone, color, detail, 

illumination, and digital artifacts (2005, p. 231).  A high-quality scanner was recently purchased 

and preservation copying on photograph collections has begun.  Again, time is the main cost. 

 However, scanning merely creates surrogates and does not actually protect the paper 

itself.  Print artifacts have intrinsic value due to paratext, marginalia, look and feel (Bee, 2008).  

Care will have to be taken to maintain collections and repair minor damage.  Those materials 

that are brittle or torn should be restored by means of acid-free mending tape and Mylar 

sleeves, both of which need to be purchased.  Audio/visual materials also have preservation 

needs: audiocassettes, videotapes, mini-DVs, minidisks, and floppy disks all need to be 
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reformatted.  McNabb Archives does not have the equipment to undertake reformatting, so 

materials will have to be taken to a third party; a cost that will have to be budgeted for. 

Medium-term preservation actions for McNabb Archives, then, are the following: 

preservation scans made for all photographs and any damaged paper materials; purchase of 

acid-free tape and Mylar sleeves; taping and enclosure of damaged materials; and reformatting 

of audio/visual materials.  The goal is to complete these actions within 2-3 years. 

 Long-term actions.  With audio/visual items in new digital formats and paper 

documents scanned, these new digital objects will need to be curated and backed up regularly.  

Ten digital objects in the collections are currently curated using a digital curation spreadsheet 

developed by Victoria McCargar; this spreadsheet will be altered and extended to serve the 

needs of the digital items in the collections.  The initial spreadsheet population will be 

extremely time-consuming, but after that, curation will be limited to yearly backup and 

validation.  Files will be saved on two external hard drives, already in possession.  This action 

will begin within 3-4 years and thereafter be ongoing. 

 A less critical but nevertheless important preservation action is to transcribe the audio 

materials.  Some of the tapes are worn and beginning to slow down, and hissing and artifacts 

are audible.  Transcribing them will preserve the textual content, which includes interviews, 

presentations, storytelling, audio note-taking, and song performances.  C. McNabb is a 

seasoned transcriber and has the necessary software to undertake this effort.  Transcription will 

take place after initial digital curation, in approximately four years. 
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 At this point, enough processing and preservation actions will have taken place to 

provide evidence to garner outside funding.  Therefore, a major goal for the long term is 

grantwriting.  Grants will target both traditional cultural heritage and humanities organizations 

such as NEH and NSF, and crowdsourcing such as Kickstarter.  Funding agencies require proof of  

a potential grantee’s organization, strategies, and ability to work steadily with future goals in 

mind.  Disaster planning, preservation assessment, a solid history of conservation and access, 

and reasonable planning for future costs are all crucial in grantwriting.  By this time, McNabb 

Archives should be well on its way and ready for such an undertaking.  The goal is to begin 

writing grants in 5 years. 

 To sum up, the preservation strategy timeline is as follows: 

Timeline Preservation Action    Purchase Needed 

Current Environmental control   Dehumidifier 

Current Ongoing cleaning/dusting/inspecting  None 

1 year  Photograph and A/V rehousing  Enclosures 

1 year  Dublin Core records at folder-level  None 

2-3 years Preservation scanning    None 

2-3 years Minor paper repairs    Acid-free tape and enclosures 

2-3 years Reformatting A/V materials   Third-party media center costs 

3-4 years Digital curation    None 
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4 years  A/V transcription    None 

5 years  Grantwriting     None 

Ongoing Yearly backup and validation   Technology costs as needed 
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Disaster Plan 

 The SWOT analysis and building assessment identified several areas of potential risk to 

the collections, which were further described in the preservation needs assessment.  However, 

even with expert care of collections and regular preservation actions, disasters can still occur.  

Disasters can be large scale environmental events such as floods and fires, or more localized 

situations caused by humans, pests, or building mishaps.   

 According to Waters (1995), there are seven critical elements to successful disaster 

recovery: decisive staff and management response; capable leadership; pre-selection of 

reputable disaster response resources; accurate and consistent public updates; the ability to 

redirect or placate negative criticism of recovery efforts; choosing appropriate recovery 

methods and avoiding unscrupulous companies; and disclosing the disaster recovery 

experience with the community in order to share what did and didn’t work. 

 These elements do not just spring into being when disasters occur; they must be 

nurtured long beforehand.  Disaster planning is crucial for cultural heritage organizations with 

valuable or irreplaceable holdings.  Silverman notes that “the best form of disaster response is 

prevention” (2006, p. 43).  The following disaster plan applies to all environmental and human-

created disasters, and includes prevention, response, and recovery strategies. 
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Prevention and Preparedness1 

 Salvage priorities. The first priority is to save the bibliographic records of the 

collections, because without this data, collections cannot be interpreted, rebuilt, or preserved.  

This includes the index, collection-level finding aids, and folder-level Dublin Core metadata 

records.  These records are stored digitally on two external hard drives and physically in a  

binder.  The second priority is to save irreplaceable materials, which include photographs, 

audio/visual materials, and manuscripts.  These are housed in three record storage boxes, five 

manuscript boxes, two flat manuscript boxes, five media storage boxes, and one large plastic 

bin.  The third priority is to save replaceable but costly materials, which includes published 

books and monographs, which are located on bookshelves. 

 General housekeeping.  As noted in the preservation assessment, collections should be 

dusted regularly and the floor and stacks kept clear of dirt and hairs.  Regular inspections for 

pests and mold are essential, and in order to prevent mold, a dehumidifier must be run daily 

and the temperature controlled.  Food and drink should be kept away from collections, both to 

minimize spills and prevent pests.  When materials are in use, precautions should be taken to 

avoid damaging them, including hand-washing procedures and gloves as necessary.  When not 

in use, materials must be properly housed.  Books should be shelved slightly loosely, both to 

ensure ease of removal and in case of water damage causing swelling.  Universal absorbent 

socks should be placed firmly around bookshelves to protect against water damage.  A water 

                                                   
1
 Information for this section gratefully adapted from the California Preservation Program Generic Disaster Plan 

workbook, 2012b. 
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detector should be placed near shelving to alert staff to leaks.  Finally, vital records and external 

hard drives should be stored in a fire- and water-proof safe. 

 Equipment and supplies.  The following supplies should be on hand in case of 

emergency: Boxes, rubber boots, latex gloves, disinfectant, broom, bucket, flashlights, 

batteries, fans, dust masks, newsprint (blank), large plastic bags, paper towels, and sponges.  

 Contact lists.  It is prudent to maintain a list of emergency responders, as well as 

disaster recovery organizations that have been vetted: 

Service    Contact    Phone Number 

Police Department  Chief Pete Kerns   514- 682-5102 

Fire Department  Chief Randy Groves   541-682-7100 

Poison Control   National Poison Control Center 1-800-222-1222 

Building Manager  Ben and Jessica Abbe   541-343-8746 

Health Department  Lane County Health Department 541-682-4035 

Pest Control   Good Earth Pest Company  541-688-2266 

Locksmith   Emerald City Locksmith  541-689-5702 

Plumber   Petersen Plumbing   541-343-9339 

Electric Company  EWEB     541-685-7000 

Paper Conservator  Elizabeth Chambers   503‐276‐4216 
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Photo Conservator  Lisa Duncan    (505) 710‐1464 

Freeze Drying Facility  Belfor Oregon    1-800-262-9443 

Bindery   Grossenbacher Brothers, Inc.  503-235-4023 

Data Recovery   CompRite    503-928-3151 

Response2 

 Fire.  In the event of a fire, the following steps should be followed: 

 Evacuate the area and call the Fire Department. 

 Fight the fire only if it is small, you have an appropriate extinguisher, and you know how 

to use it. 

 Disconnect electrical equipment and pack out top-priority materials if fire is contained 

and materials are easily in reach; however, do not attempt to save items at the risk of 

personal injury. 

 Notify apartment manager. 

 When it is safe to reenter building, assess materials for water damage, smoke damage, 

soot, and dirt. 

 Toxic events.  In the event of a chemical spill, the following steps should be followed:  

 If toxic chemicals come in contact with your skin, flush the area immediately with cool 

water for fifteen minutes. 

                                                   
2 Instructions compiled with the help of the California Preservation Program Disaster Plan template, 2012a.  
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 Call Poison Control and the Health Department for chemical-specific advice for cleaning 

and personal health risks. 

 Notify apartment manager. 

 When it is safe to do so, visually inspect materials to determine if the chemical spill 

made contact; if so, follow the instructions given by Poison Control. 

 Earthquake.  In the event of an earthquake, the following steps should be followed: 

 Take shelter under a heavy desk or table, or stand in a doorway or hallway; avoid 

standing near windows, electrical equipment, and shelving. 

 When shaking stops, listen to local radio stations for updates and instructions. 

 Evacuate building if safe to do so, and do not reenter until building is declared 

structurally sound. 

 Check for broken water pipes and electrical shorts, and turn off appliances until told 

otherwise. Do not run water or flush toilets until you are confident that sewage lines are 

intact. 

 Notify apartment manager. 

 Assess materials for water damage and look for fallen materials. 

 Power outage.  In the event of a power outage, the following steps should be followed: 

 Locate flashlight and battery-powered lamp to use for emergency lighting. 

 Call electric company for service updates. 

 Unplug any ungrounded electrical equipment that is not plugged into a surge protector. 
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 Flooding and water damage.  In the event of a flood or leak, the following steps should 

be followed: 

 Do not step into standing water, as it may be electrified. 

 Turn off source of water if possible and safe to do so. 

 Notify apartment manager. 

 Turn off heat, open doors and windows, and turn on fans and dehumidifier if electrical 

facilities are operational. 

 Begin recovery strategy as soon as possible, as there is less than 48 hours to take action 

before materials become irreversibly damaged by water. 

Recovery 

 Before beginning any recovery strategy, first assess materials.  Paper, books, 

photographs, and analog audio/visual materials should be treated within 48 hours.  Computer 

disks, digital audio/visual materials, hard drives, and art works require specialists.  Identify how 

many items are damaged, the nature of the damage, and how long they have been damaged.  

Be sure to utilize the collections priority list to determine which items to treat first. 

 Drying methods3.  For large quantities of very waterlogged materials, experts should be 

consulted (see list of conservators and drying facilities above).  Photographs and books with 

slick paper also require the attention of a specialist.  However, air-drying is an acceptable 

                                                   
3
 Instructions generated from Peter Waters’ 1993 “Procedures for Salvage of Water Damaged Library Materials” as 

well as personal experience. 
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solution for smaller quantities of standard paper materials.  After assessing damage, follow 

these instructions: 

 Keep fans and dehumidifier on at all times to create air flow; do not point directly at 

water damaged materials. 

 Wet books should be placed on their heads on towels, paper towels, or blank newsprint. 

Change the absorbent material as it becomes wet.  Paper files should remain in their 

folders and be treated the same way.  Do not open a wet book or folder. 

 Once books and folders are damp rather than wet, they may be opened carefully.  

Interleave books with paper towels or blank newsprint every 30-50 pages.  Be sure to 

keep folder contents separate, and interleave single sheets with absorbent paper as 

well.  Change the interleaving material as it becomes wet and alternate which side the 

books lay on. 

 When single sheets are dry, rehouse them in new folders and new archival boxes.  

 When books feel dry but are cool to the touch, stand them on their heads and fan the 

pages out to allow air to circulate between pages and between the text block and the 

covers.   

 When book covers are dry, close and lay them flat, then press them with a light weight.  

 Mold and mildew4.  High humidity, leaks, and flooding can all cause mold and mildew if 

the environment and materials are not stabilized quickly.  If mold is detected with visual 

inspection or odor, follow these instructions: 

                                                   
4 Information garnered from Sandra Nyberg’s 1987 “Invasion of the Giant Spore” article. 
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 Locate the source of water and solve the issue (fix leaking pipes, close windows, inspect 

heating vents for fungus growth and use a fungicide if necessary, etc.) 

 Stabilize the environment: use dehumidifier and fans if necessary, and monitor 

temperature. 

 Isolate affected materials by placing them in airtight plastic bags; be sure to wear a dust 

mask and latex gloves. 

 Mold can be treated with freezing or chemical means.  Expert assistance will be needed; 

contact conservators listed above. 

 Clean the room with disinfectants and place bowls of baking soda in the area to absorb 

the odor.  Only after room is ventilated, cleaned, and stabilized should treated materials 

be returned. 

 Smoke damage5.  Fire damage is usually catastrophic, but soot and smoke damage can 

be cleaned using the following methods: 

 Use a vacuum with a HEPA filter to clean the space. 

 Gently vacuum soot and char from books on the lowest setting, with cheesecloth or 

pantyhose over the end of the hose. 

 Photographs and papers can be gently brushed from the center outward. 

 Consult a conservator listed above to treat difficult cases. 

 Reduce smoke odor by using fans and placing bowls of baking soda in the area. 

                                                   
5 Instructions from California Preservation Program, 2012b. 
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 Broken books.  If books are rare, valuable, or otherwise irreplaceable, consult a binder 

or conservator listed above.  Otherwise, discard and consider purchasing another copy. 

 Pests.  Consult a pest control specialist to kill pests and block entrances. 

 Digital loss and corruption.  If files have been backed up, replace with copy.  If there is 

total loss, a computer specialist will have to be consulted (see list above).  Data recovery is 

expensive but entirely possible. 
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